Welcome
to
the 62nd National ASD Convention
“
”

The ASD Convention Committee welcomes you to our 62nd Annual Dowsing Convention and
Metaphysical Expo. We are so excited to see everyone in person again. We have missed the
camaraderie of learning and sharing our experiences face to face.
This year’s Convention Committee included Sandi Isgro, Annette Weis, Sandi Ruelke, Margarita
Cramer, Sheila Oranch, Marty Lucas and Leedra Yablonsky. We are excited to work with Patricia
Rice, Cheryl Meserve and the Plymouth State University staff again this year.
We invite you to join the 2023 National Convention Committee to help plan the 63rd
convention. Contact Headquarters – 802-684-3417, if interested.

*Any and all Events are subject to change without notice

KEYNOTE PRESENTER
DR. PATRICK MACMANAWAY
Land Whispering: Conversations with Dragons,
Elementals & Nature Spirits
This presentation will discuss and explore our sacred relationship
with the consciousness of place and landscape, drawing on stories
and field experiences of working with holistic and regenerative
agriculture in the US, UK and Australia.
Dr. Patrick MacManaway is a third-generation practitioner of the
psychic and healing arts, working with people, projects,
businesses and places.
His services include earth energy balancing, earth acupuncture for geopathic stress
remediation, spirit release and space clearing for site energy enhancement. Patrick also
engages in traditional and shamanic healing practices and loves to lead fire-walking
events.
Patrick graduated in Medicine at Edinburgh University before taking apprenticeships in
both Western and Eastern approaches to traditional Geomancy and working with
landscape energy.
He is the author of several books and CDs including The Practical Guide to Dowsing:
How to Harness the Earth’s Energies for Health and Healing,
Cultivating the Light Body and Keys to Grace.
In practice since 1994, Patrick consults and teaches worldwide with regular visits to the
UK, USA and Australia.
Past-President of the British Society of Dowsers, he is the Founding Member of ‘Circles
for Peace’ and design consultant for the ‘Burlington Earth Clock.’
Information taken from https://patrickmacmanaway.com/patrick-macmanaway/.
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KEYNOTE DOWSER
MARTY LUCAS
Dowsing: The Magic is in the Questions
Ask the wrong question and you will always get the wrong
answer. I dowse every day; not just any questions, but
better and better questions.
When a client that needs my help, the questions I ask, can
make all the difference. Perhaps some of these questions
will be useful for you. Some may seem ridiculous, but as you follow my train of thought,
you will see why I ask them.
As each question closes in on truth, our boundaries expand and we can start to
understand what is possible. The limitations in our lives are the ones we accept. Let’s
see what we can do about dissolving them.
Bring your dowsing tools and let’s see where the answers lead….
Marty Lucas is a full-time radionic teacher, practitioner and researcher with over 20yrs
experience. He is a former ASD Board Member and currently serves on the Convention
Committee.
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Speaker Biographies / Presentations
Listed Alphabetically by Presenter’s Last Name
*SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE
ALICJA ARATYN - Alicja Aratyn is a Chemist and holds a Master's in Environmental Engineering. She is also a
Reverend and carries the Doctorate of Metaphysics. Her engineering background and interest in esotericism
from an early age made her understand today's holistic healing.
As a gifted healer, she sees the energy and can remove disturbances from past lives, harmful energy forms,
etc., which helps people worldwide bring positive changes and desired effects.
Alicja's teachings turn scientific knowledge into a delightful and practical application in everyday life. To
her, dowsing can help improve your health, quality of your live performance, relationship status, and
prosperity calibre.
STEPPING UP FROM FEAR TO A POWERFUL GROUP CONSCIOUSNESS
Fear and fear mongers have constantly been present in our lives and environments since late 2019.
How much do we understand the fear itself so that we can heal it? Without understanding how to deal with fear, it is
impossible to empower ourselves and overcome it.
The fastest and most successful option is using Therapeutic Pendulums. When we conquer fear, we can easier connect
with others and find comfort in the power of the group!
Let us learn, talk and practice how to use the Therapeutic Pendulums to:
Scan the body to precisely locate the areas of our body the most influenced by fear
Define the type of damage done by fear
Heal by removing the fear and reinstalling socially healthy level of energy
Fear keeps us away from others, isolates us, and allows the fear level to grow and devastate our emotions-brain-body
connection.
When we lower the fear level and connect with others, we will create a sense of togetherness, support and emotional
stability.
Let us learn how to do it with Dowsing!

JUSTINE BARTLEYWOOD - Highly perceptive & intuitive, Justine uses all systems available to her to guide you to
where you want to go. She is a gifted licensed Healing Minister on top of having studied in depth for
30+ years the mystical traditions of Buddhism, The Vedanta, The Mahabharata, The Bhagavad Gita,
The Gospels, Christianity, Chinese Astrology, Feng Shui, Western Astrology & Psychic-ship. In
addition, she also uses Journeying, Tapping, The Demartini Method, Dowsing and Reiki. Justine
combines a variation of all of these to incorporate into your session to achieve the best outcome.
Justine has lived in multiple countries all over the world studying human nature which gives her a
unique view of any given situation. RadionicsWoman.com
DOWSING, RADIONICS, & ASTROLOGY: A BEAUTIFUL SYMPHONY
Master Astrologer and Radionics Consultant Justine Bartleywood will share ancient wisdom and modern techniques that
maximize the power of manifestation. Learn how you can supercharge your intentions by integrating dowsing, radionics,
Feng Shui and Chinese astrology. Unlimited power awaits!
NANCY BODENSTEIN – Dr. Nancy Bodenstein, D.M.A., has retired from teaching at Salem State College in Salem,
MA., and has been researching various modes of healing and nutrition for many years. Her background is
varied from music teaching and performance, to historical dance with the Cambridge Court Dancers and the
New England Baroque Ensemble, Ethnic Dance with the Krakowiak Polish Dancers of Boston, Cord
(Congress on Research in Dance), Board of Directors and Editor of the newsletter “Costumer.” And
presenter at numerous conferences. She also designed a very unusual house of triple domes in New
Hampshire.
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THE INVISIBLE RAINBOW
Some may wonder if things exist if we cannot see or feel them. We, as dowsers, know that there are different energies
which do exist. Yes, we do not often talk about the EMF’s (electromagnetic frequencies) which bombard us all of the
time. It could be from radio and TV waves, or cell phone towers. Now it includes 5G transmitters on the ground and
from many satellites. What is the effect on us and on animals? Do you think that you have tinnitus? Have you seen as
many birds of bees recently? Are birds appearing in places they aren’t normally seen? What does the research say? This
presentation was well received at the Temple of Sakkara Conference last summer. Come and learn the information that
they learned.
TERESA BROWN-KONELL – Teresa Brown-Konell, psychic medium, healer, dowser, author and biofeedback
practitioner. Teresa has honed her craft over the last 35 years from her heart’s work. She combines her
intuitive gifts with her dowsing work to help others heal from anxiety, trauma, and stress from this and
past lifetimes. Please visit her website at https://teresabrown.net
ANGELS & DEMONS (CONNECT, PROTECT & CLEAR)
Dowsing to Connect with your Angels and Spirit Guides and recognizing them through your intuition.
Calling in sacred space and verifying your polarity.
Learn how to fortify your protection through turbulent times.
Recognizing dark forces and learning why you are safe. How to use dowsing to clear ugly pesky entities and relieve the
fears of others, whether it be emotional, demonic, or simply lost souls needing assistance to the other side.
LEROY BULL – Leroy is a past president of ASD. He has been dowsing for 67 years and has done 3,200
water wells around the world.
THE ART AND CRAFT OF MAP DOWSING
Map Dowsing is one of the many types and styles of dowsing for information. In map
dowsing you use a map or picture of the land or area and pinpoint the target.

JOHN BUTLER - John Butler – is a Lifetime member of ASD. He is able to perceive the energies
outside and inside people, and has been described as “one of the best clairvoyants on the East Coast”.
John has traveled the nation to present his discoveries – including lecturing at the New
England School of Acupuncture and the Emperor’s College of Oriental Medicine in Los
Angeles. His unique combination of dowsing and clairvoyant work has led to many
valuable discoveries and attracted clients from all over North America.
POPULAR THINGS THAT MIGHT NOT BE BENEFICIAL
A large variety of topics will be critically looked at – conventional and alternative health, New Age practices, traditional
and shamanic practices, and diets (your belief systems will be challenged). Using information dowsing, John will show
you how to quantify and qualify all potential things you are considering. The talk will be based on John’s 25yrs of
dowsing and looking clairvoyantly at people’s energy fields.
ROBERT CALLAN – Robert Callan, founder of Dowsing Design, LLC., is a speaker, teacher and
master dowser who helps transform lives through their home and workplace
environments. Robert not only has a natural gift; he has studied and has been certified to
transform homes and work venues using the internationally recognized Diamond
Dowsing Method. Since founding his company, Dowsing Design, LLC., Robert has
utilized environmental dowsing to identify and cure disruptive earth energies in homes
and businesses throughout the United States and internationally. www.dowsingdesign.com
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SPACE CLEARING & YOUR ENERGY FREQUENCY
What is Energy Frequency and different scales of measurement? How energy frequency relates to different levels
of consciousness and enlightenment. The benefits of Space Clearing your home and its effect on your personal
energy frequency. Explain the nature of carnate and discarnate entities, negative thought forms and negative
emotional patterns. Demonstrate how to clear these negative energies and the positive impact to your energy
frequency.
JINI CERIO – Jini has been a member of ASD since 2009, have spoken at ASD convention a number of
times. Vice-President of the Fingerlakes Dowsing Chapter. I’m a certified Holistic Health
Practitioner, Hypnotist & hypnotist for past life regression, certified Practitioner in The
Emotion Code, nutritionist, Reiki Master and many other energy modalities. I live in the
Syracuse, NY area.
DOWSING YOUR WAY TO WELLNESS
One of the most important things to know is how to keep your 4 bodies healthy, physical, mental, emotional and spiritual.
Dowsing is an amazing tool that if questions are asked correctly you will receive correct information. In this class, you
will obtain the nutrients that your body needs to function properly. Questions to dowse on health, percentages of nutrients
your body needs and has, also using dowsing charts. We will also cover how negative emotions & traumas affect our
health, where it shows up in your body and how to release them. Come join me for a powerful way to stay healthy.
SUSAN COLLINS – Rev. Susan is an internationally acclaimed author, consultant and workshop
leader with a dynamic, professional practice. She uses traditional dowsing tools as well
as the power of heart and thought to detect and transform non-beneficial Earth,
Environmental, Psychic and Other energy patterns. She has led workshops and
presented at conferences across North America, the UK, in Italy, Japan and in the
Middle East and was featured in “The Resonance” documentary. Susan is a Past
President and Dowser of the Year of the Canadian Society of Dowsers. She is an
ordained Metaphysical Minister.
BRIDGE MATTER AND SPIRIT WITH DOWSING
It’s funny how different our inner and outer lives can be. In my inner life I travel through time, space and the
Multiverse finding answers to questions and resolving imbalances. In my outer life I am cleaning toilets, chopping
onions for dinner and worrying about my children. We are all simultaneously embodying both our Human and
Spiritual natures. We all have Earth Missions (to be good people and to look after each other in this lifetime) and
Soul Missions (to create resonant beneficial frequencies across space and time.)
How do we know what to focus on? How do we forgive ourselves for making mistakes? How do we recognize
Divine Truth? How do we know if the messages we receive are really from the Creator? I don’t have all the answers
to these questions, but perhaps I can help you find your own balance between Matter and Spirit so you can create the
life you want.
HAYDEN CRAWFORD – Hayden is a Spiritual Teacher, Wellness Coach, Colour Therapist, Reiki Master,
Hypnotherapist, Numerologist, Andromedan Starseed, Advanced Practitioner of Australian Bush Flower
Essences and Founder of Dreemtime Academy. His career in Energy Healing spans over 20 years and
today he offers a variety of learning options both online, in workshops and during his transformational
spiritual retreats.
He teaches modalities such as Colour Therapy, Pythagorean Numerology and Usui Reiki (up to
Mastership Level) as well as self-empowerment courses and cosmic consciousness.
Hayden is passionate about next-level energy healing, vibrational medicine and transformational tools and techniques
that empower his clients to release stuck patterns, frozen emotions and limiting beliefs so that they can reawaken and
reconnect to their higher consciousness.
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EVOLVING CONSCIOUSNESS WITH COLOUR THERAPY
How to activate and harness the power of Colour Therapy for mental, emotional spiritual wellbeing.
3 transformational colours and their psychological and analytical meanings.
Higher consciousness learning and past life implications of these colours.
Soul realignment with chakras, light and the power of complementary colours.
Incredible spiritual principles derived from secret ancient teachings.
Choose a Colour Mirror to reveal your biggest blockage.
BRIAN CRISSEY – Dr. Crissey trained in mathematics and computer science at Johns Hopkins. He is
also an ordained minister of the Alliance of Divine Love (ADL) and runs Granite
Publishing with his wife, Pamela. He also runs NotMadeBYHands.com, which collects
and decodes energies from authentic crop circles. Brian was CP of ASD’s Appalachian
Chapter and designed the Spring 2015 Conference of the Southern Dowsers.
BUD: BLIND UNBIASED DOWSING
Dowsers have long been plagued by having their personal preferences affect their dowsing results. Often one coordinates
with another person who asks the question silently while the dowser gets results. Sometimes that person has preferences
that affect results. Now I have developed a powerful new technique that eliminates that contamination affect. It is done
with a carefully constructed coordination of dice, dowsing, random numbers, a spreadsheet and statistical testing. A
single dowser can perform the technique and measure the statistical significance of the result. I have also developed a
smart-phone app to support the method.
SHELLEY DARLING – The daughter of an intrepid world circumnavigator, Shelley Darling, learned to follow her
dreams early in life. Shelley is the founder of Evolutionary Dowsing co-founder of Good of the Whole and
Loving Waters. Shelley has traveled internationally for over 12 years as an Evolutionary Dowsing Master,
Speaker, and Feng Shui Consultant. Shelley is the published author of Songline of the Heart: A Navigator's
guide to resurrecting your Heart, Home, and Habitat. Founder of Evolutionary Dowsing, whole systems,
transformational journey, Shelley speaks to Dowsing as an ancient science and evolutionary tool that creates
a "quickening" in people's experience.
Shelley's dedication to Love as a practical pathway, combined with her understanding of Ancient Wisdom, Heart
Resonance, Dowsing, and Conscious Evolution, delivers a dynamic whole-systems model for lasting change. Shelley's joy
and life purpose are restoring resonance for heart, home, and humanity.
DOWSING FOR QI LINES: A KEY TO RESTORING RESONANCE
“Imagine how the world will change when humanity realizes its interconnectedness with all life and works together to
restore the health and wellbeing of the whole.” — Nassim Haramein
Dive into the Unified Field of Love. As stewards of the Earth, we’re intentionally building a field of coherence and
conscious connection with self, other, Earth, and all of creation. Understanding Heart Resonance is the keystone for our
conscious return to wholeness.
Discovering Qi Lines, naturally aligns our awareness with the resonant field of our heart. As Dowsers, this powerful
transformational tool will dynamically enhance your skill and empower your clients.
SOPHIA EASTLEY – Sophia Starr Eastley has been healing with and teaching dowsing for over 20
years. She is a professional psychic and shamanic healer who has studied with world
renowned Kahuna, Hank Wesselman Ph.D., Sandra Ingerman, Puma Fredy Quispe Singona,
Mayan Shaman, as well as with Cherokee, Abenaki and Lakota Medicine people. She has
worked for a Traditional Chinese Herbalist and studied western Herbal healing with Michael
Tierra. She has a degree in Horticulture and is a student of the Ancient Celtic and Egyptian
Mystery Schools. She has presented dowsing in Wholistic Events, Yoga studios, Adult
Education Classes and Pagan Events.
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SHAMANIC DOWSING
Shamanic Dowsing is a class combining the technology of dowsing, using the pendulum to measure emotions, spirit,
soul aspects, past/multidimensional lives, with the knowledge of the Shaman for healing the emotional body, the soul, and
spirit. I am very much interested in what is going on in the soul’s and emotional body’s unseen realms, how to heal soul
fragments, negative emotions, the three shamanic worlds where humans exist. Our multidimensional selves. These are
realms of healing I’ve learned by shamanic training that are known and understood by shamans: Hawaiian, Cherokee,
Abenaki, Mayan and Lakota. The soul and the emotional body cannot be seen by our ordinary eyes, yet the symptoms of
trouble are usually obvious. By the third eye and by dowsing the soul and emotional body problems may be detected and
healed. I will present the aspects I look at for healing these areas and provide examples.
MARY FARRELL – Mary has been a presenter of self-awareness concepts for over 25 years. Her area
of interest and study include: conflict resolution, human potential and metaphysical studies.
Mary is a Certified Hypnotist and Holistic Health Counselor and finds the esoteric to be
extremely practical, and useful in all areas of life. Mary endeavors to empower people to tap
their own guidance and joy. Contact Mary@spiritualtools.info or www.spiritualtools.info
TOOLS FOR RELATIONSHIPS
Dowsing is a powerful tool that can be used to access your intuition. Dowsing can help you determine to pursue an
intimate relationship with a certain person, keep it a friendship or may show that it is best to walk away and don’t look
back. When emotions are involved, it can be hard to determine what is for the highest good. Dowsing can reveal the
information that you need to make decisions. There will be a little numerology and astrology to add to your toolbox for
making relationship decisions. This is a fun, hands on workshop!

GRAHAME GARDNER - Grahame (https://westerngeomancy.org) has been dowsing professionally for over 20 years
and specializes mostly in geopathic stress work and electromagnetic surveying of properties, and the
design and creation of sacred spaces. He is a Professional Member and Past President of the British Society
of Dowsers and a regular presenter and workshop leader at international conferences. Grahame is also a
member of the Canadian and American dowsing societies, a founder member of The Geomancy Group,
and is co-chair (with Susan Collins) of International Dowsers, dedicated to fostering greater links between
British and North American dowsing techniques.
DOWSING: MAGICK FOR THE 21ST CENTURY
In recent years, dowsing has undergone a radical change. From being a passive tool used to detect tangible targets like
water, utilities and archaeological remains, today’s dowsers now actively work with the manipulation and
transformation of intangible energies. Dowsing has become a shamanic technology – it’s the new magic. But can the old
inform the new? In this fascinating talk, we compare definitions of dowsing with those of traditional magick, look at
some theory behind the dowsing response before investigating the nature of consciousness itself and asking, ‘what is the
dowsing source? ‘How can we best manifest intention?’
WILLIAM GEE - Dowsing is a powerful tool that can be used to access your intuition. Dowsing can help you
determine to pursue an intimate relationship with a certain person, keep it a friendship or may show
that it is best to walk away and don’t look back. When emotions are involved, it can be hard to
determine what is for the highest good. Dowsing can reveal the information that you need to make
decisions. There will be a little numerology and astrology to add to your toolbox for making
relationship decisions. This is a fun, hands on workshop!
YOUR PAST LIFE CONNECTION
What do we know about our past lives? Perhaps you have had some interesting experiences or coincidences that you
aren’t able to explain. Perhaps you are just curious. The truth is, we have a lot we can learn about ourselves by connecting
to our past lives. Since all time and space exists in a 4-second interval, our past life selves are just as alive and dealing
with life’s struggles as we are here right now in our own lives. In fact, the phrase “past life” assumes a distant
disconnection when in fact, all of our incarnational experiences are here, simply waiting for us to access. In this talk, we
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will discuss ways in which you can access your multi-incarnational experiences, and how you can help them, while you
help yourself!

JERRY GIN - Jerry Gin has spent more than 40 years in the pharmaceutical, diagnostic, laboratory medicine, and
biotechnology industries (founded ChemTrak, Oculex Pharmaceuticals, Livionex, Nuvora, and
Visionex). His passionate interests have been in the areas of mind-being, consciousness, and the nature
of reality. Chairman/CEO of the Foundation for Mind-Being Research, https://FMBR.org. Author: The
Seeker and The Teacher of Light, see https://jerrygin.com. His new book coming out in April is Science,
Subtle Energies and Spirituality: A Path to I AM. Ph.D. in Biochemistry - UC Berkeley, MBA - Loyola,
BS -U of Ariz.
UNDERSTANDING AND WORKING WITH SUBTLE ENERGIES
Through dowsing, one can detect and measure he strength of subtle energies. These subtle energies can be moved, copied
and used to carry out various functions such as activating water, producing harmony, and used as an aid in healing. You
know some of these subtle energies such as BG3, 3-6-9, and the vibrational frequencies associated with almost any object.
Magnets, monatomic elements, and unique shapes can also produce these energies. Techniques can be used to magnify the
levels of these energies. By working with these energies, you learn the power of your consciousness and begin to
understand your true nature, which will also be discussed.
MARY HARDY – Mary Hardy is a Master Dowser, an author and a Crown Diamond with Young Living
Essential Oils. She holds a BA degree from Western Michigan University, and a Ph.D. in Homeopathy
from the Missouri College of Naturopathic Physicians. Mary is the author of: The Alchemist’s Handbook to
Alchemy, The Alchemist’s Handbook to the Glia Brain and Higher Consciousness, and co-authored Pyramid
Energy, the Philosophy of God the Science of Man. Mary has produced several videos and two DVD’s:
Healing the Planet with Pyramids, Crop Circles and Orbs, and Holding the Frequency of the Heart. Mary is
also the founder of the annual Temple of Sakkara conference, now in its 37th year, and the Sisterhood of the
Emerald Fire (a ministry for the teachings of Mary Magdalene). View her videos on her YouTube channel at:
www.youtube.com/channel/UCSdfmSDOf5m4IuUhe0ed53Q
HEALING THE PLANET WITH PYRAMID ENERGY
The Great Pyramid is built like an orgone generator. Repeating layers of stone, then a layer of sand, creates an orgone
frequency. Orgone frequency, according to Dr. Wilhelm Reich, activates the life-force energy in the body. The layering
effect of our pyramid activated all the pyramids around the world into orgone generators. The Templars built the
cathedrals to generate this frequency. They called them Notre Dames (our lady). The Mary’s were trained to use their
heart chakras to activate the cathedrals. Now we can do the Holy Grail Vortex to activate the pyramids and cathedrals all
over the world to create the life-force energy to strengthen the human body.
By saying the Holy Grail Vortex, this activates the pyramids and cathedrals into a world-wide grid of orgone energy.
Since 2020, I believe this frequency has lessened the death toll from covid.
ALICE HARWOOD – Alice Harwood is Executive Director of SPACE, Inc. (a 501(c)3 nonprofit spiritual, practical,
artistic, creative education) in Chester, VT. and became a Certified HeartMath® Trainer in 2012. She’s
worked with many energy healers, including Deena Zalkind Spear, Bradley Nelson, Donna Eden & David
Feinstein, among others.
A lifetime member of the ASD, Alice also served as president for the Living Waters Chapter for four years.
She has presented at ASD’s Annual National Conference and is an engaging public speaker on a range of
topics, such as: HeartMath® and Stress Reduction; Dowsing, Kinesiology & Geomancy; Ascension Symptoms and more.
Aliceharwood.com
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YOUR GEOPINEALSENSOR: ACTIVATING & UTILIZING YOUR DIVINE GPS
Is humanity on the brink of an evolutionary leap in consciousness; the Apocalypse? Ascension?
How is this showing up in your life?
We each have an opportunity to participate in this expansive process, and since it’s different for each individual, it’s
important to learn how to navigate this opportunity for ourselves, while respecting and honoring each other.
Aligning Free Will with Divine Will is a first step in accessing your personal GPS. Once established, you can trust the
Guidance that leads from one location, situation, and connection to the next - and discover your real mission & purpose.
This presentation will provide stories, ideas, and inspirational insights…so you, too, might navigate your path with greater
ease, joy, and confidence.

TAO HUANG - Tao Huang is a native Taoist practitioner who receives the gift of 15X15 human Conception
activation and awakening codes after over 34 years practicing healing modality called Meridian Dance
and teaching of Chinese culture and Taoism. He is the author and coauthor for 5 books, such as Spiritual
Anatomy, the Secret Teachings of the Tao Te Ching. He also received the direct transmission of l
Ching’s Fourth Wave: Moondial, which will become practical when the resources on Moon are utilized.
He will help those who need to revisit their conception contracts and complete the healing of 4 required
ancestors.
MY BODY, MY ANCESTORS: HOW TO HEAL PAST 10 GENERATIONAL PATTERNS
We are living in the most challenging situation collectively in the evolution under this present civilization. The
pandemic beginning in 2020 changed our life unlike any others before. And we are collectively being threatened by the
very nature of our genetically stored and bloodline-contained unresolved subconscious or and unconscious memories.
Due to the breath-through of time-code inside the frequency or duration of a second, the nano-second environment
gives the chance for both the sickness to foster and viral triggers such as Covid 19. Thus healing and dissolving those
subconscious and unconscious memories become the real activation and awakening practice, if not so, we will die with
the same dying and frozen memories like our ancestors had.
This is why the moment of conception; our incarnating spirit will receive the results of three generational
accumulations among 14 ancestors. This is the place to go! This is what we must do!

JUNE SANANJALEEN HUGHES - June (Sananjaleen) ~ is an author and a fun person! Offering Playdays in Energy
Healing, Interspecies Communication, Make your own Flower Essence, and the joyful Bulgarian dance
of Paneurhythmy. She has also been a professional horsewoman, world traveler, photographer and
Quantum Touch Instructor. She has four books on Amazon and a line of flower and mineral remedies,
the Sananda Ascension Essences from her magical garden in Virginia where she lives with several
highly evolved miniature long-haired Dachshunds. June (Sananjaleen) is dedicated to the expansion of
consciousness via the animal kingdoms and all of Nature. www@gardenofsananda.com
PANEURHYTHMY – A CELEBRATION WITH ALL CREATION
Please join us in this sacred and joyful meditative ‘dance’. The gentle movements and divine music create a perfect way to
bless any conference or start every morning. Assists in balancing and harmonizing all levels of our being, aligning us with
universal rhythm, empowering our connection with Nature and the Cosmos. A celebration of Life, given by the Bulgarian
Spiritual Master Peter Deunov (Beinso Douno) almost a century ago, for the ‘New Culture’. A gift from the Celestial
Realms to prepare Humanity for this time of Ascension. Easily learned arm and walking movements with specific
spiritual intent that will sustain us for the day ahead. Suitable for all ages. Some have seen us, the participants as dancing
flowers and some have seen the flowers, the nature spirits, dancing with us. Based on the principles of Initiatic science,
Hermetic philosophy, the Kybalion ~ nutshell version!
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SANDI ISGRO - I have been a dowser for over 25 years, a member of Vermont Vibrations, and a member of ASD for
many years. As a teacher of the Labyrinth, I have created many permanent installations as well as the
labyrinths for many of ASD’s conventions in the past. Co-authored the Runic Labyrinth with JoAnn Van
Gelder. Co-Creator of the Runic DNA labyrinth with Marty Lucius, LeeAnn Potter and Leedra Yablonsky.
Presently, Vice President of ASD.
NEW/OLD TOOL – “THE LABYRINTH”
You all know what a labyrinth looks like. It’s a very simple pattern. Do you know what it can do for you, your family,
your clients? Simply put this ancient symbol of unknown origins can get you back in control of yourself and out of fear
based emotions and actions in seconds.
In this interactive class we will be using dowsing and labyrinths together to demonstrate their unique abilities. We will
also discuss how you can use them in your daily life and practice to make life go more smoothly for you. Join us on the
path!

CARA JOSEPH - Cara Joseph, RN, CCWFN https://caramiawellness.com/ Cara Joseph, an advanced Nutrition
Response Testing Practitioner, uses muscle testing to help her clients regain health. Over the past 30 years in
healthcare, as an exercise physiologist and nurse, her best tool is muscle testing. When working with clients
she uses this tool to determine weak areas of the body and matches up natural remedies as well as identifies
stressors (toxins, foods, infections, etc.) to the body. Most clients are off most of their medications within the
first year of working with her. She is dedicated to promoting natural healthcare.
DOWSING FOR BETTER HEALTH
Wish you could have a personal scanner for your body to determine weak areas as well as the best remedies for
you? As dowsers you already know the power you possess. Muscle testing is a form of dowsing that uses a limb
to test for muscle responsiveness in relation to areas of the body. In this workshop you will learn the basics of
muscle testing. Have time to practice the technique and learn how to match up remedies on the body to determine
the best support to regain health.

MARY LADYBIRD - Hi, I am Mary Ladybird, CEO of Wonder Space Feng Shui. Harmonize your life by creating a
harmonious home! I want to help you optimize your home or business and heal yourself so you can be
your best and achieve your dreams.
It is possible to fall in love with your home again. Feng Shui is a mix of the magical and the practical. I
was taught as a BTB practitioner which is modern and intuitive. I also use teachings of Ancient Feng
Shui which include forms, formulas, and charts.
The combination of both schools with the addition of dowsing, crystals, and sacred geometry, I refer to as Spiritual Feng
Shui, a new energy healing modality. I believe you have found me for a reason. We all have helpers out there, we just
need to take the first step and allow ourselves to be helped. Let me make your space a Wonder Space!
www.wonderspacefengshui.com
FENG SHUI & DOWSING
In this session I will be talking about Feng Shui & Dowsing and how they work together to promote healing for you and
your home. Have you ever map dowsed your own home? Curious about what unseen energies may be affecting you? In
this presentation, I will teach how to heal the energies of your home using Feng Shui with dowsing instruments.
Everything you want to know from stopping EMFs to redirecting water— even how to clear stuck emotional energy in a
home. I will also explain how to dowse your furniture to place in your best direction so you can receive more energy all
year long! Hope you can join me as we dive into the world of your home.
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ROXANNE LOUISE - Roxanne Louise is a Hypnotherapist, Dowser, Reiki Master, & Stress Management Expert
with private practice, internet classes, & multiple presentations at national conferences yearly. She is a
Past ASD President, received 2 dowsing awards, & conducted 47 ASD teleconferences. Roxanne is
author of books on dowsing, anger management, self-hypnosis, Reiki, mind-body healing, accessing
internal resources, & stop smoking. Her ability to comprehensively integrate multiple modalities for a
powerful synergistic effect has enabled her to achieve profound healing not possible with one modality
alone, & in a way not previously done by others. Her specialty is mental & emotional
healing, stress management, mind-body healing, and creative problem solving. Roxanne also received 5 awards
including Lifetime Achievement from multiple international hypnosis organizations. Her website is
www.RoxanneLouise.com, & blog is UnlimitedPotentialHealingCenter.com.
ON BEING THOROUGH
Among the lessons I have learned from 30+ years of dowsing on a daily basis are the various things one needs to do,
check for or rule out regardless of the reason for dowsing - personal, spiritual or professional. Here are a number of things
that will increase your accuracy & effectiveness. These things include proper preparation, clearing away detrimental
energies that include mass consciousness, building energy to project focused intention, putting your mind in neutral,
letting go of preconceived ideas or judgment, connecting to Source, writing a comprehensive list of clear & specific
questions, checking that your list is complete and appropriate, checking for & clearing karma, finding & clearing root
cause/s, being careful with wording, accessing internal wisdom, downloading additional Spiritual resources, etc. We will
go through as many as time allows.

EILEEN MCKUSICK - Eileen McKusick is a pioneering researcher, writer, inventor, practitioner, educator, and speaker
in the fields of therapeutic sound, the human biofield, and electric health.
She is the originator of the sound therapy method Biofield Tuning, the founder of the Biofield Tuning
Institute and the author of the bestselling books "Tuning the Human Biofield" and "Electric Body,
Electric Health."
OLD WORD ARCHITECTURE, DRAGON LINES, AND SOUND HEALING
Therapeutic Sound researcher Eileen McKusick brings together the threads of various strands of research into an
interesting and unusual perspective on Gothic Cathedrals, their harnessing of ambient energy, and the effects of their
architecture, organs and bells on human health and consciousness.
SHEILA ORANCH – Sheila Oranch has been practicing Tarot and energy work since 1980. She taught Tai Chi from
1989 to 1995 and completed an intensive program in meditation, energy work, and healing in 1998. She
began dowsing in 2007 and got hooked on ASD as a community. In 2020, she launched A Loving
Experience personal coaching practice. Integrating divinatory arts enriches her understanding of each
person and problem. Teaching and empowering people is a joy.

TAROT ARCHETYPES FOR READINGS
Tarot cards are recognized by their striking images that evoke strong emotions. These images are
archetypes that represent common human experiences or universal principles. The Rider Waite Tarot deck was
designed as an aid to meditation and divination. Every symbol, color, position, or expression has meaning. If you are
familiar with Astrology, Numerology, Kabbalah, or ancient cultures, many of the images will resonate with you.
In this presentation, we will discuss how the archetypes can illuminate and inform your Tarot readings.

MICHELLE PEAL - Dr. Michelle Peal is a Naturopathic doctor with over twenty-five years of experience in holistic
health, and frequency balancing techniques. She also holds a BS degree in Computer Science that has
helped her to understand the base systems programming of the body. Projects managed by Dr. Peal
include international projects that cross a broad range of subjects, species, and problems. Projects
include, but are not limited to: structures, businesses, grain dryers, grasslands, hay, invasive species, rice, crawfish,
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livestock, ground contamination, and aquifer projects. Dr. Peal uses a wide range of techniques, which includes hands
on, Radiesthesia, and Radionics.
POLARITY: CHECKING AND CORRECTING FOR OPTIMAL SUCCESS!
Everything that causes us problems is a power problem. Finding and identifying these power problems through checking
polarity, enables you to correct power problems, and gain optimal success in your projects, and in life.

CAROLYN PHINNEY - Powerful You Coaching, Intuitive Coach with focus on Holistic practitioners (or those with
the calling) both business and personal goals and desires. International Intuitive Personal Power
Coach, NLP Practitioner, Law of Attraction Coach, Author, Medium, Reiki Master, EFT Practitioner,
(soon to be) Hypnosis Practitioner
THE TALE OF THE SUBCONSCIOUS – FACT OR FICTION
The talk will focus on learning on listening to the subconscious, deciding if the stories and beliefs are true,
and how to take one’s power back from the limitations that are holding you back from living the life that is an innate
desire. This applies both to business and life, as beliefs run both.
ALESSANDRA PREVIDI – Alessandra Previdi was born in Rome, she graduated in biology, then studied radionics
at the prestigious Radionic Association (Oxford, England). Dotr. Previdi is the president of the Società
Italiana di Radionica e Radiestesia (www.radionica.it) which she founded in 1995, the first Italian
association dedicated to dissemination, teaching and research in this fascinating field. She founded and
directs the School of Radionics and Radiesthesia and the Journal of Radionics, the association's magazine
and in 2003 she wrote the book "Radionica l’energia che cura a distanza".
In 2005 she launched the “Radionics without Borders” project in Colombia whose mission is to teach radionics for free in
Latin America and Africa. She is a leading world representative of radionics, writes articles and gives lectures in Italy and
all over the world and has recently been nominated as an honorary member of the Radionic Association following her
work in favor of radionics over the past 30 years.
DOWSING AND THE INVISIBLE WORLD
A research to analyze what happens in the subtle world when we use a pendulum or radionics drawings to send a
treatment at a distance. This research still in progress was made in collaboration with the Russian Group the Argonauts
specialized in Info vision, the ability to see the world of information underlying the material world.

JOAN REID - Joan Reid, CHT is an artist, teacher, energy worker, a Clinical Hypnotherapist, Reiki Master/teacher,
Hawaiian Energetics practitioner, and life member of ASD. She has been a dowser most of her life. For
more than 27 years she has been part of ASD as an instructor, Speaker, and also a director for the ASD
Basic School at the annual conventions. Joan taught art for 35 years in NYS public schools and helped her
students be aware of dowsing and energy work. She was awarded 2017 Educator of the year, and is
currently the President of the Mohawk-Hudson Dowsers Chapter. She also maintains an office seeing
clients, and teaches classes in meditation, art, dowsing, journeying, dream work, Reiki, Hawaiian
Energetics, and connecting with your inner child through Art. Joan builds labyrinths, and is a bee keeper living in northern
New York
Hawaiian Energetics - Using the energy of the Elements
Hawaiian Energetics was created from the ancient Hawaiian traditions originally used by the Medical Kahuna. They
believed that we have 3 bodies and when working with them, can help a person be healthier. As Energy Practitioners,
many of us have a few healing modalities in our “tool box”. We can use Dowsing to choose the most beneficial modality
to find the help we need or for a client’s needs. The ancient Hawaiians used the qualities of the elements Fire, Water, Air,
and Earth to relieve pain, stress, and help to bring balance and equilibrium to those they worked with.
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I began studying Hawaiian ways starting with Huna 34 years ago. Through my travels to many of the Hawaiian Islands,
I’ve studied, apprenticed and now teach ancient Hawaiian ways including: Huna, Aloha, Ho’oponopono, Lapa’au, Lomi
Lomi, and Hawaiian Energetics. I give treatments, and teach classes in Hawaiian Energetics. Those of you who know
about Reiki understand energy healing. I am also a Reiki/Master teacher, and a dowser. I believe many complementary
modalities are wonderful when it comes to alleviating discomfort and bringing more equilibrium to clients. There is a
difference between Hawaiian Energetics and Reiki. Hawaiian Energetics can work with more specific issues using the
qualities of the elements on organs, bones, muscles, etc. as well as the whole body.
ROSANNE ROMIGLIO-ASHLEY – Rosanne Romiglio-Ashley’s ancestral heritage is a melding of Mi’kmaq,
Wolastoqiyik (Maliseet), and Blackfoot descent, as well as French Canadian and Italian. A versatile
artist and ordained minister, she is the owner of Four Winds One Breath and creates paintings,
sculptures, jewelry, and clothing designs. The messages from her ancestors speak through her and her
work and are meant to open hearts to reconnect us to Mother Earth. Visit Four Winds One Breath at
4winds1breath.com
THE SACRED MEDICINE WHEEL: A NEW PERSPECTIVE
Would you like to create your own sacred space to support faith and healing in your life?
Come and listen to a unique perspective, integrating and bridging the parallel paths of Native and Christian wisdom, as
I introduce you to an ancient form of prayer using the teachings of the Sacred Stone Circle.
I will share how the cycles, layers of understanding, and spiritual energetics of an intentional stone circle, support you
to ground and center, and amplify meditation, prayer, personal development, and healing. Stones carry a vibration and
accelerate energy. The stone circles of the past were created as energy centers and used all over our Earth Mother.

THERESA SCHMIDT - Rev. Dr. Theresa is a Shamanic Practitioner, FSS Drum Circle Facilitator, Karuna Reiki Master
Instructor, Intuitive Life Coach, Pastoral Counselor, Interfaith Minister. Expertise in Therapeutic Touch,
Craniosacral, Myofascial, Integrated Energy Therapy, Integrative Immune Strengthening Therapy,
Hypnosis, Chakra Balancing, Card Reading, Biofield Balancing, Sacred Ceremonies, local/distant energy
work, power retrieval, and wellness promotion.
• She is an orthopedic physical therapy specialist, massage therapist & integrative wellness clinician
• Best-selling author, international speaker at Fascia Congress, NASA, Johns Hopkins, Cleveland Clinic
and hospitals across the US & Canada
• She offers 1:1 consultation and experiential workshops to enrich body-mind- spirit for peak performance.
www.MyMetaPhysicalTherapist.com
ENERGETIC INTELLIGENCE: WHERE SPIRIT MEETS SCIENCE
What if you could access more energy and engage your power in stressful situations, rapidly? What would it be worth to
you to access spiritual Guidance for insight as to your future options?
• Gain skills in boosting your personal energy in minutes using 3 easy tools
• Use ancient practices to balance and harmonize your energy, to release stress and tension, for peak fitness of bodymind-spirit!
• Appreciate how the world of energy around you can influence your stress and performance level
• Discover wellness tips, bodywork secrets, and mindful practices you can use immediately.
In this fun, interactive workshop, discover the science of energy, to help you successfully bridge the physical and
spiritual/energetic realms to create the lifestyle you deserve.
Agenda: 1. Experiential workshop: Ancient & modern concepts of energy, 2. Objective evidence for the biofield &
chakras, 3. Stress physiology, 4.Mood is contagious, Body electric, How you can change state now using focus, words and
movement, 5. Integrative healing for wellness, 6. Alter your state rapidly for pain, stress, sleep, and peak performance.
See video sample on YouTube at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OjQhBdTzkNw&t=6x
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BARBARA STONE - Barbara Stone is an author, workshop presenter, and developer of Soul Detective protocols, which
find the hidden roots of emotional problems. A musician and gardener, she holds a doctorate in clinical
psychology. She is the author of Invisible Roots, which includes the Soul Detective protocols for healing
past life trauma and helping cross earthbound spirits; Transforming Fear into Gold, with the protocol to
transform detrimental energies, and Star Civilizations 101, an introduction to the major groups of beings
from other planets who are impacting life on Earth, both the detrimental ones and the beneficial ones
helping us. Website: www.souldetective.net
THE REPTILIAN PROBLEM: GETTING FREE FROM INVISIBLE ANTAGONISTS
Behind all forms of entity invasion is an invisible world of Reptilian interference in our lives, our organizations, and our
planet. Who are these beings? How can we get free from their programs of creating suffering in our lives? Dr. Stone
presents the Soul Detective® protocol using dowsing to identify Reptilian invasion, ask for higher dimensional help to
remove the entities, and to find and remove the markers that tag people for ongoing Reptilian invasion. Some say that
humans were created from a mixture of 22 Royal Star Civilizations, including Reptilians. Perhaps we would not have
survived as a species without some Reptilian DNA. But we need to rise above thinking only of physical survival and
move from the Reptilian “Service to Self” programs to “Service to Others” to create a world filled with love, peace, and
joy.

ROSE SZWED - A voracious reader and lover of the Liberal Arts, Rose Szwed is an active world traveler and
adventurer drawn to see what's around the next corner. She worked for advertising agencies, founded her
Publicity Marketing firm, a successful travel company and does comedy dressed like a nun. Her immersion
into the Silva Method opened her doors to perception as she is able to sense illnesses, prenatal genders,
investigations into disappearances and accidents. She has traveled to unusual spots: a 1 mile walk on the
route that the Queen of Sheba took to visit King Solomon, funeries in Egypt and several important "pagan"
stones. Informative and highly entertaining, Rose is always perfecting her skill and
would love to use her dowsing rods in a casino!
10+ BENEFITS OF PORTALS, LEYLINES & POWER SPOTS TO USE NOW
Get the most out of working with our planet's pulsating energy in this highly informative class that includes the
mysterious history of megaliths and stones, ley lines and grids as well as portals and thresholds. Learn about: Well
known Ley Lines locally and globally (plus find out what's in your back yard); Famous "line" operators and how
kingdoms fought over these special lines of demarcation; Tools to use and how to measure the energy frequency of
boulders; Marshall the forces of select crystals to increase energy of the rock/area; Utilize the best practices to protect
yourself; Find out how to hear a stone sing and Learn about power spots in the Midwest. This foundation provides you
with the tools you need to become better at finding and manipulating energy of lines and power spots to broaden your
abilities. There's a lot of information to cover in a very short time. Everything is attributed to a source.
JOHN THOMPSON - After starting his business career as a CPA, John Thompson’s exploration of energy healing
began in 1976 with the first of his 17 trips to the magical land of India. During the past 40 years, he has
studied with many highly evolved energy masters, including Sathya Sai Baba, Dr. John Thie, Ravi Shankar,
Amachi, Ramtha, Karunamai, and Nithyananda. The presentation will include healing wisdom from these
enlightened masters.
UTILIZE YOUR QUANTUM ENERGY TO STAY HEALTHY AND YOUTHFUL
In this entertaining presentation, you will learn many important keys for maintaining your youth and vitality, including:
Using reflexology to energetically release bodily ailments and afflictions; Utilizing powerful breathing practices to control
your breath and your life; The amazing energy system called Touch For Health; How Orgone energy can completely
protect you from the increasing danger of EMFs; The ancient history of Kombucha Mushroom Tea and its life-changing
health benefits; How to practice the 5 rites from The Fountain of Youth in maintaining youth and health.
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ADHI TWO OWLS – Dr. Adhi Two Owls is a Professional Artist, traditionally trained shaman/healer,
inquisitive and curious human being. She received her PhD in Philosophy and
Therapeutic Counseling for her work in the study of indigenous healing and its effect on
mental and physical wellness. Adhi served on the ASD Board (2009-2016). Prior to
Covid, Adhi traveled all over the country teaching dowsing at local chapters. Adhi has her
studio in Littleton, NH, where she lives with her Ninja Faery cat.

KEEPING IT REAL WITH DOWSING
Dowsing is a tool to give us insights into the world around us. It can also be misused to confirm the biases and subjective
prejudices of the individual. In this presentation I would like to offers ways to avoid this and improve Dowsing's overall
image and credibility.

DENI VAN - Deni is a licensed massage therapist and Master NLP Coach, her specialty is training the brain how to
choose wellness. For over two decades she's had the privilege of specializing in non-verbal communication
and linguistics. Her love for being able to build a bridge between languages and cultures expanded her
study and research as to how the body communicates. Being able to manipulate not only physical tissue to
release pain, but also the language between words and the nervous systems of the body to create positive
and lasting change.
DOWSING THE POWER OF YOUR NERVOUS SYSTEM
Dowse the power of your nervous system to train the brain to choose wellness! Don't let staying stuck in a reactive
nervous system cost you inner peace, joy, happiness, or abundance! Training the brain to choose wellness within
seconds to minutes reducing negative reactions while detoxing the nervous system to allow it to respond instead of
react. Train the brain to choose wellness! This process dehypnotizes and reprograms the brain as an organ while
teaching the nervous system how to choose wellness.

LINDA WARREN - Linda A. Warren is an international speaker, healer, teacher, and author. Her work has expanded
the globe in areas of advanced esoteric studies, self-awareness and healing. A master dowser for over 30
years, Linda has helped find missing people, cleared properties, determined sacred sites and continues to
utilize her gifts for others. Www.Loveom.net
DIMENSIONAL GRAVITY-DOWSING’S SECRET CONNECTION
The secret to tapping and channeling with dowsing is directly linked to the higher dimensions of the
cosmos. The super intelligence in all things. Understanding this anomaly in easy to understand. This talk taps the
invisible way our dowsing is possible.
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